
SCOTTISH BORDERS CULTURAL FORUM – April Gathering notes  

Tower Mill, Heart of Hawick, 14th April 

5.45pm-7pm followed by tour of installations – part of the Alchemy Film & Moving Image Festival 

Attendees:  Mags Fenner, Maggie Mackay, Claire Pencak, Felicity Bristow, Giles Etherington, Niall Campbell, 

Richard Ashrowan, Mary Morrison, Susan Taylor, Karen Dick 

Due to the running of events either side of the meeting, many of the points raised were not able to be fully 

discussed, so will be taken forward into the May Gathering. 

Key points arising: 

Important that the Cultural Forum should be about ‘galvanising for action’ rather than a talking shop. 

There were concerns raised around the new move to an integrated trust (Live Borders) of cultural services formerly 

delivered by Scottish Borders Council.   In particular that the visibility and identity of projects like CABN and Heart of 

Hawick were retained.  Suggestion that Live Borders CEO Ewan Jackson could be invited to a future gathering.   Mary 

Morrison and Susan Taylor said that things were still being worked through/discussed with the move to the trust on 

1st April so we hope that some of these issues can be addressed properly. 

Important that the Forum is independent – focused on the bigger picture, not just referencing/looking to  delivery of 

cultural services and support through Live Borders and other agencies, though this is obviously part of the picture. 

The Cultural Strategy for the Borders is exactly that – not just for one agency (ie Council/Live Borders) but to be 

embraced widely.  The impetus for the independent forum came from discussions which fed into the Cultural 

Strategy. 

The Forum needs to be a voice – how can that be recognised/reinforced/taken seriously?  It is many voices, can it be 

heard clearly? 

Challenges:   How to move things forward/retain a level of continuity and build on previous discussions when 

different people are attending the monthly gatherings?  Notes will be captured from each gathering, made available 

on the Cultural Forum page on the CABN website, and key points taken into future gatherings.   Examples of other 

forums and how they have done this/developed were given eg  in Inverclyde, and the Moray Culture Café 

https://www.culturecafe.scot/    Would it be of interest to invite someone from Moray Culture Café or similar to a 

future gathering? 

Do we need more formalised structure – ie a Chair or Steering Group, to help with continuity across the gatherings? 

Discussion around role of CABN in supporting the development of the Forum – currently CABN supports around 

communications, holds mailing lists, and administers meetings as the Forum develops and finds it’s own identity.   

Should the Forum have a dedicated e-mail  address/on-line presence?   If so, who would run this and how could it be 

supported?  Could it be supported through Place Partnership funds? 

Place Partnership:   Questions were asked about the Place Partnershipi, and in particular the Open Fund that is being 

proposed, what criteria, who can apply, what funds are available?    Currently the funding available is being 

confirmed, and draft criteria will be drawn up.  It was agreed that the draft criteria could be run past the Forum, and 

that it would be good to have 1 or 2 forum members on any panel for decision making. 

A question was posed, as a discussion starter for this, or a future gathering: 

Q.  What is required to create the conditions for culture to flourish in the Scottish Borders? 

https://www.culturecafe.scot/


 

 

                                                           
i Place Partnership for the Scottish Borders:  Place Partnerships are strategic, long-term, developmental partnerships 

between Creative Scotland and a Local Authority area.  A total of £225,000 has been allocated to the Scottish Borders 

by Creative Scotland which needs to be match funded.  Place Partnership in the Scottish Borders is about supporting 

and strengthening the creative industries, artistic practices and cultural sector as a whole – it is about making the 

sector more sustainable.   

To date, Place Partnership funding has enabled the commissioning of the Cultural Strategy which involved a wide 

process of public consultation and focus groups and outlines a number of key priorities, it has also supported CABN.  

Phase Two recommends the development of an online What’s On; an organisational development/capacity building 

programme for the sector; an Open Fund for projects which align with the aims and objectives of the Strategy;  and a 

Cultural Gathering to raise the visibility of the broad cultural sector in the Scottish Borders and beyond.  The plan for 

Phase Two requires approval from Creative Scotland and Scottish Borders Council. 

 
 

 
 
 
Next Gathering: Bowhill House, 4th May 


